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EXTRATERRITORIALITY BY OTHER MEANS: HOW LABOR LAW SNEAKS ACROSS BORDERS, CONQUERS MINDS, AND CONTROLS WORKPLACES ABROAD

Harry Arthurs*

INTRODUCTION

Labor lawyers generally believe that each country’s labor law, for better or worse, expresses its fundamental values and reflects its historic experience; that states can neither import nor export labor law because of the unique characteristics of each country’s legal and industrial relations systems;¹ and that the doctrine of extraterritoriality² shields each state’s labor law from the intrusion of others, thus ensuring that each can pursue its social and economic development in the manner it thinks best. While labor lawyers who hold these views are genuinely respectful of national sovereignty, some also chafe under its restrictions. They believe that the extraterritoriality doctrine unduly limits the capacity of a state to protect the labor rights of its own citizens while they are employed abroad. They are also concerned that a state cannot punish the businesses it has incorporated for engaging in exploitative labor practices when operating in foreign countries, thereby harming workers in those countries as well as undercutting labor standards at home.³

This Article challenges this state-centered description of labor law and

---

¹ The issue is canvassed extensively in RETHINKING COMPARATIVE LABOR LAW: BRIDGING THE PAST AND THE FUTURE (Benjamin Aaron & Katherine Van Wezel Stone eds., 2007).

² See infra Part I.A.

impoverished view of extraterritoriality. It suggests that transnational flows of technology and capital, goods and services, and ideas and information have brought in their wake changes in political economy and social relations that have transformed regimes of public and workplace governance in all countries. It proposes that the extraterritoriality doctrine operates, if at all, only in the formal sense of not allowing one state to overtly project its law into the territory of another. But extraterritoriality does little to prevent the rules governing employment relations in one country from taking root elsewhere, from shaping foreign labor market norms, institutions, and practices, and from being reproduced, in their original or mutant forms, in foreign systems of labor law. The result is the extraterritorial projection “by other means” of labor law and policy—a form of extraterritoriality that has the potential to enhance as well as undermine labor standards in global enterprises.

This challenge, in turn, rests on two premises.

The first is that all workplaces tend to generate their own law. The “law of the workplace” thus comprises not only state labor law but also (and more importantly) formal contractual understandings; workplace customs explicitly acted on and implicitly accepted as binding by workers and managers; and low-visibility behavioral norms embedded in operating manuals, daily routines, and workplace cultures. The law of the workplace has long been understood by industrial relations practitioners and socio-legal scholars to exist apart from—and sometimes in contravention of—state law. Indeed, given the unwillingness or incapacity of states to regulate the labor practices of transnational corporations, such corporations are relatively free to develop their own normative regimes. The law of the workplace is therefore not unduly influenced by national legal systems, though for their own reasons corporations may choose whether and to what extent they will comply with the local law of the countries in which they operate. Consequently, to describe labor law as operating extraterritorially is only to identify one more way (amongst many) in which it departs from the formal state-centered paradigm of law to which most jurists subscribe.

The second premise is that “labor” is not a discrete domain of law and policy. While a central preoccupation of labor law is indeed to regulate the


balance of power between workers and employers, many of the factors that actually determine that balance are not conventionally perceived to be “labor” related. Trade and taxation, homeland security and health insurance, and insolvency and immigration laws and policies (to name but a few) have profound effects on labor markets in general, and therefore on particular economic sectors, enterprises, and workplaces. The result is that in many advanced economies—especially those where global corporations originate and dominate—labor law and policy become an incidental by-product, an externality, of other political preoccupations. The bargaining power of unions, the enforcement of labor standards legislation, and the provision of employment opportunities for excluded minorities are often determined in a practical sense by public policies whose primary purpose is to encourage or discourage consumption, pacify or punish particular political constituencies, or realign relations with foreign trading partners. Nor, given the declining political influence and bargaining strength of unions in most advanced economies, can workers count on recouping at the workplace level losses sustained in debates at the political level. And, of course, the situation of workers in most developing economies is even worse: they are not citizens of the metropolitan countries where important decisions are made that affect their jobs, are often denied a voice even in the political system of their own country, and seldom wield much power at the workplace level.

Thus, the “extraterritoriality” debate is not merely over the extent to which states have the right to project their labor laws beyond their territorial borders or, for that matter, to exempt foreign corporations from their labor laws. It is more fundamentally a debate over the multiple sources and meanings of “law,” the permeable boundaries of “labor” as a policy domain, and the effects of globalization on these two difficult issues.

In the next Part, I introduce this debate by briefly examining the legal doctrine of extraterritoriality, by providing historical examples of states that have actively sought to project their labor laws into foreign territories, and by showing that labor laws do operate extraterritorially (with varying degrees of success), legal-doctrinal objections to the contrary notwithstanding. Then, in successive Parts, I address what I have referred to as the “fundamentals” of the debate, by describing how labor laws in fact “sneak across borders” relatively unconstrained by the extraterritoriality doctrine; how they “conquer the minds” of foreign legislators and policy makers, workers and managers, and their advocates and allies; and how they come to “control workplaces abroad.” These are the “other means” by which extraterritoriality is accomplished. In a concluding Part, I revisit the issue of globalization, and suggest that since extraterritoriality “by other means” is probably inevitable, we had better understand its modalities and consequences.
I. THE MULTIPLE MANIFESTATIONS OF EXTRATERRITORIALITY

A. Extraterritoriality as Legal Doctrine

The legal doctrine of extraterritoriality has three distinct aspects. First, it prima facie prevents states from applying their laws to anyone not physically present within their own territorial boundaries. Not surprisingly, then, states may not enact laws that purport to govern employment relations in another country. To do so would clearly infringe the sovereignty of that country. Second, by way of exception, states may regulate the conduct and protect the rights of their individual and corporate citizens while abroad so long as they do not require them to violate the law of the country where they live, work, or carry on business. Consequently, if a state does wish to subject its expatriate workers and employers to the extraterritorial reach of its labor laws it may do so by making this explicit in domestic legislation or by demonstrating that their conduct abroad has significant effects at home. And third, the extraterritoriality doctrine may be qualified by treaty or international law so as to confer on the expatriate citizens of one state full or partial immunity from the law of another state in which they work or live. This type of extraterritoriality is relatively rare in the labor context, but certainly not unknown. Obviously,

---

6. For a canonical statement of the doctrine, see Joseph Story, Commentaries on the Conflict of Laws, Foreign and Domestic, in Regard to Contracts, Rights, and Remedies, and Especially in Regard to Marriages, in Private International Law in Common Law Canada: Cases, Text, and Materials 14, 14-15 (Nicholas Rafferty et al. eds., 2003) (“No State or nation can, by its laws, directly affect or bind property out of its own territory, or persons not resident therein . . . .”).

7. See, e.g., David P. Currie, Herman Hill Kay & Larry Kramer, Conflict of Laws: Cases—Comments—Questions 733 (6th ed. 2001) (“The ‘effects doctrine’ . . . is generally treated as an aspect of territoriality, and a state may regulate activity occurring outside the state if that activity has or is intended to have effects within it.”).


9. The most notorious example involved the establishment of “foreign concessions” in Shanghai, Tienjin, and other Chinese cities under the notorious “unequal treaties” imposed by the United States, Japan, and various European powers from the mid-nineteenth century onwards. These “concessions” were enclaves in which Chinese law was displaced by the law of the foreign power operating extraterritorially. Since they were major commercial, manufacturing, and shipping centers, the same cities were often the site of labor organization and nationalist agitation. See generally S.A. Smith, Like Cattle and Horses: Nationalism and Labour in Shanghai 1895-1927 (2002). Contemporary examples of extraterritoriality usually involve bilateral arrangements whereby states agree to exempt each other’s citizens from complying with their law in narrowly specified circumstances. Examples include the following: conventions against double taxation, see, e.g., Convention Between Canada and the United States of America with Respect to Taxes on Income and on Capital, U.S.-Can.,
full or partial immunities for foreign corporations may be established unilaterally by the domestic legislation of the host country, as they are in export processing zones (EPZs). 10

B. Extraterritoriality in Historical Context

The great trading companies that undertook the first wave of globalization, from the seventeenth century onwards, did not hesitate to impose their own “law” on their employees, whether dispatched from the mother country or employed locally. 11 Nor did colonial courts and administrations shrink from holus bolus importation of labor laws from their home countries, however ill-suited to local conditions. Nor did colonial legislators hesitate to replicate in local form legislation clearly borrowed from the motherland—the U.K. Master and Servant Acts being a particularly well-documented case in point. 12 Nor did newly independent nations always shrug off colonial labor laws when the flag of the metropolitan power was lowered. 13 Even post-apartheid South Africa redesigned its collective labor laws through extensive “borrowings and bendings” from other national systems, in the hope of both enabling its labor market institutions to operate in the context of a global economy, and ensuring its workers freedoms and protections comparable to those enjoyed by workers in other democracies. 14 In fact, attempts to import labor market policies,


10. See infra Part III.


institutions, and laws from one state to another have been so frequent that
debate over the feasibility of “transplantation” has become a dominant theme of
comparative labor law scholarship.  

Moreover, the transplantation of labor law and policy has featured
prominently in international politics. Thus, in 1944, American labor law
significantly influenced the ILO’s Declaration of Philadelphia  and
subsequently other labor-related international regimes (though apparently not
the U.S. Congress itself, which declined either to ratify this text or reform U.S
labor legislation in accordance with its terms). During the immediate postwar
period, the United States sought to export its distinctive New Deal vision of
industrial democracy to other countries. It had greater success in this project as
a liberating power in the Philippines than as an occupying power in Japan. But
it had virtually no success at all during the Cold War in Latin America or
Europe, despite the active support of the American labor movement. Nor,

15. See RETHINKING COMPARATIVE LABOR LAW: BRIDGING THE PAST AND THE FUTURE,
supra note 1.

16. The Preamble to the Declaration of Philadelphia declares that “labor is not a
commodity”—language taken from the Clayton Act of 1914 § 6, Pub. L. No. 63-212, 38
“freedom of association” and “freedom of expression,” paralleling a contemporaneous, if
short-lived, movement in American jurisprudence, and it reproduces FDR’s famous phrase,
“the war against want.” Declaration Concerning the Aims and Purpose of the International

17. For example, the 1947 Havana Charter of the proposed International Trade
Organization (ITO) committed member states to “achieve full and productive employment,”
to “take fully into account the rights of workers,” and to “take whatever measures may be
appropriate and feasible to eliminate [unfair] labor conditions”—all objectives consistent
with the “post-war compromise” then emerging in the United States and other western
democracies. Havana Charter for an International Trade Organization, arts. 3 & 7, Mar. 24,
1948, U.N. Doc. E/Conf.2/78. And trace influences of then-prevailing American labor policy
can be found in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, G.A. Res. 217A, arts. 20 & 23,

18. The United States has not ratified key ILO conventions dealing with freedom of
association and protection of the right to organize (Convention 87) and the right to organize
and to engage in collective bargaining (Convention 98). See Steve Charnovitz, The ILO
L. 90 (2008). Indeed, Congressional opposition led to rejection of the Havana Charter and to
a virtual U.S. boycott of the ILO for an extended period. See Robert W. Cox, Labor and
Hegemony, 31 Int’l Org. 535, 394-400 (1977); Robert W. Cox, Labor and Transnational
Relations, 25 Int’l Org. 554 (1971); Stephen Schlossberg, United States’ Participation in


20. See generally WILLIAM B. GOULD IV, JAPAN’S RESHAPING OF AMERICAN LABOR

21. See John Windmuller, The Foreign Policy Conflict in American Labor, 82 POL. SCI.
Q. 205 (1967); see also Cliff Welch, Labor Internationalism: U.S. Involvement in Brazilian
during the 1970s, did America’s unique labor law system survive an attempted transplant into the body politic of its close legal relative, leading ally, and significant trading partner, the United Kingdom.\(^{22}\) At least for a time America’s Cold War rival, the Soviet Union, had greater success in extending the extraterritorial influence of its labor policies, not because it slavishly replicated them in the laws of the countries it first liberated and then dominated, but because it was able to enforce conformity with the ideology that underpinned them.\(^{23}\) As we now know, however, the Soviet experiment with “extraterritoriality by other means” contained the seeds of its own destruction.

Nonetheless, America—for good or ill—continues to project its own labor policies abroad by embedding them (often in conflicting versions) in foreign policy pronouncements,\(^{24}\) in trade legislation and treaties,\(^{25}\) and in the normative architecture of the so-called “Washington Consensus” and the analytical repertoires of international agencies such as the World Bank.\(^{26}\)

Still, despite this history of mostly unsuccessful attempts at extraterritoriality, labor law has sometimes played—and can play—an important role in achieving economic integration across jurisdictional boundaries. As Mark Barenberg reminds us, the adoption by the United States of national labor legislation during the New Deal helped to construct the huge domestic market for goods and services that contributed so much to America’s


\[^{23}\text{See generally Michal Sewerynski, Prospects for the Development of Labor Law and Social Security Law in Central and Eastern Europe in the Twenty-First Century, 18 Comp. Lab. L.J. 182 (1996).}\]

\[^{24}\text{See, e.g., Windmuller, supra note 21.}\]


\[^{26}\text{A very recent example: In 2009, the Democratic-controlled U.S. Congress enacted legislation requiring the U.S.-nominated directors of several World Bank agencies to “use [their] voice and vote” to persuade those agencies to cease using an “Employing Workers Indicator” —introduced in 2003 during the Republican ascendency—that gave the highest credit-worthiness ratings to countries with the lowest levels of worker protection, and thus forced many developing countries to deregulate their labor markets. The new indices proposed by Congress would “fairly represent the value of internationally recognized workers’ rights, including core labor standards, in creating a stable and favorable environment for attracting private investment . . . .” International Financial Institutions Act 22 U.S.C. § 262p-9(a) (2006). However, President Obama, in a subsequent “signing statement,” rejected this incursion by Congress into the presidential prerogative to conduct foreign affairs. See Lawmakers Warn Obama Not to Overuse Signing Statements, GOVERNMENTEXECUTIVE.COM, July 21, 2009, http://www.govexec.com/dailyfed/0709/072109cdpm2.htm.}\]
postwar growth and prosperity. Countries in today’s global economy, he notes, bear something of the same relationship to each other that American states did prior to the adoption of an expansive interpretation of the Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitution: the absence of a common pattern of labor regulation produced pressures for a “race to the bottom,” as jurisdictions with low labor standards sought to attract investment and jobs from those with high standards. Conversely—as Barenberg and others argue—the development of common normative structures across jurisdictional boundaries may promote international worker solidarity and cooperation, facilitate worker mobility, and encourage the dissemination of best employment practices by corporations that operate extraterritorially.

Canada’s experience with the extraterritorialization of American labor law is particularly instructive. The economies of the two countries are closely integrated, to the point where each is among the other’s leading trading partners and sources of investment capital. Indeed, many enterprises and industries have operated seamlessly across the Canada-U.S. border for much of the past century. It is hardly surprising, then, that one of the most important initiatives to organize Canadian blue-collar workers in the 1930s should have originated with the United Auto Workers, an American-based “international” union active on both sides of the border. Other international unions—in mining, steel, transportation and other sectors—also sought to extend their reach, often in tandem with or in pursuit of American companies whose operations extended into Canada. As patterns of corporate ownership, union organization, and labor conflict developed in parallel in the two countries, it is not surprising that Canadian workers increasingly demanded protections similar to those provided to American unionists by the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) from 1935 onwards. These protections were extended hesitantly at first, but by 1944 Canada had adopted its own version of the NLRA.

Surely there are few more compelling examples of “extraterritoriality by

other means” than this: for much of the postwar period, American-based corporations employing Canadian workers, and American-based unions representing them, were regulated by a labor law regime imported from the United States and adapted to the Canadian context by government and academic experts, many of whom were trained in American graduate schools and/or influenced by American scholarly literature and professional practice.32 But the Canadian case is also fraught with irony. The Canadian progeny of the NLRA have proved (so far) to be more robust than their progenitor, as have Canadian unions; consequently, some American scholars, legislators and unionists have been considering Canadian adaptations of the Wagner Act as they attempt to resuscitate the original.33

C. Extraterritoriality in the Context of International Economic Integration

The Canadian case suggests that de facto integration of national economies may lead to de facto extraterritoriality, as one state’s labor laws provide the template for strategies of labor market regulation adopted by the other. However, the experience of the European Union suggests the contrary. Member states of the European Union—while in principle committed to deep economic integration—have neither attempted nor achieved the same degree of harmonization in their labor laws that has evolved between the much less formally integrated Canadian and American economies.34 Indeed, the original Treaty of Rome has relatively little to say about labor law;35 community-wide labor law directives have been limited in scope and number;36 and decisions of

33. The Employee Free Choice Act, presently being debated by the U.S. Congress, proposes three main reforms based on or related to Canadian legislation: card checks rather than elections to establish a union’s majority status, first-contract arbitration, and enhanced remedies against employer unfair labor practices. However, bitter opposition to the first of these has apparently led to its abandonment by senior labor leaders. See Steven Greenhouse, Union Head Would Back Bill Without Card Check, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 5, 2009, at B3.
36. EU directives, inter alia, guarantee the free movement of labor among member states, prohibit workplace harassment and discrimination, regulate working time, establish rights of consultation and participation, ensure workers’ privacy rights, and provide an approach to mass redundancies. In some cases, states retain the right to opt out even of this modest list. For access to individual enactments see European Commission, Employment, Social Affairs and Equal Opportunities, http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?c=ld=82&langId=en (last visited Apr. 7, 2010).
the European Court, while growing in importance, have so far had limited impact on the interaction of community and national labor laws.37 On the other hand, the EU’s “open method of coordination”—systematizing the community’s long-standing reliance on both “soft” and “hard” law—mandates structured and transparent exchanges concerning labor market issues amongst national experts, social partners, and policy-makers within broad community-level policy guidelines.38 This has contributed, or may contribute, to several developments with quasi-extraterritorial implications: some approximation of national adherence to broad community policy (which in turn is significantly influenced by the leading states);39 the conscious imitation by some states of successful policy experiments originating in others (“flexicurity” is a case in point40); and the explicit borrowing of labor law institutions or doctrines (especially by new member states that adopted—with modifications—those of older members).41

Given that the deeply integrated EU tacitly accepts the coexistence of different national labor law systems, it is hardly surprising that NAFTA—much less deeply integrated—explicitly embraces national diversity in the labor laws and policies of its member states. The NAFTA “side agreement” on labor—the North American Agreement on Labor Cooperation (NAALC)—imposes on

each member state only the obligation to conform to its own laws. And as matters have turned out, asymmetries of power and interests, as well as flaws in institutional design, have undermined the achievement even of this modest objective. That said, even the disappointing experience under the NAALC presents two potentially significant innovations for extraterritoriality: states that fail to apply their labor laws to their own workers run the risk of censure by their trading partners, and workers whose national labor laws have failed them may—with the help of foreign proxies and allies—call their own government to account in an international forum. Extraterritoriality turned inside out, one might say.

D. Extraterritoriality as Social Fact

However, as noted in my Introduction, my focus is neither on extraterritoriality as legal doctrine nor on state-sponsored initiatives to export or import labor law nor on the harmonization of national labor laws in the context of international economic integration. It is, rather, on the metaphorical achievement of extraterritoriality “by other means.”

Why “other means”? The phrase is intended to challenge the proposition that labor law systems create, reproduce, and sustain themselves, that they are no more or less than a compendium of treaties and interstate agreements, statutes, and leading cases. To the contrary: in my view, labor law comprises all normative influences, of whatever provenance, that—for better or worse—shape labor markets, distribute power amongst labor market actors, and affect their perception of what they can achieve and how best to achieve it. These influences may originate in a country’s political economy, in its demography or culture, in its social structures or relations, or in its constitutional system or legal culture. But in the current context, it is important to note that they may also originate in the global political economy, in the institutions governing economic, human, and labor rights within that economy, or in relations amongst the transnational civil society actors that populate and animate it.

Moreover, the normative sources of labor law may be found at the micro-level of the workplace rather than at the macro-level of the national or global political economy, although the two are obviously related. They may be

secreted in the interstices of corporate organization, encoded in systems of production and distribution, embedded in shop-floor customs and usages, or imbricated in patterns of quotidian relations between and amongst workers and managers.

If, therefore, labor law is not so much a body of doctrine as it is a social fact, the same must be said of extraterritoriality. Consequently, the extraterritorial application of labor law is achieved “by other means” whenever influences emanating from outside a country shape labor law within it.

II. CONQUERING MINDS: LABOR LAW AS A HEGEMONIC (AND COUNTER-HEGEMONIC) PROJECT

Thus defined, “extraterritoriality” is indeed a process of altering law, broadly defined, by conquering minds. As the short history cited in Part I suggests, extraterritoriality is therefore often associated with the hegemonic project of extending the ideologies of dominant nations into the political space and consciousness of others. But, as I will argue, the same phenomenon can also be understood as a counter-hegemonic project, designed to challenge unequal power relations in the workplace and the orthodoxies that legitimate them.

In a process I have referred to as “globalization of the mind,” ideas about what constitutes “good” public policy percolate through transnational discursive communities of academics, policy makers, civil servants, business executives, consultants, and professionals.45 These individuals often attend the same universities, read the same literature, belong to the same organizations and networks, participate in the same conferences, and consciously refer to each other’s ideas and experiences, often reaching across national borders to do so. Not surprisingly, their consensus about “good” public policy often produces broadly similar labor policies in different countries, albeit not necessarily identical labor laws. Thus, over the past three decades or so, the extraterritorial migration of neoliberal ideas, propagated largely in British and American intellectual circles,46 has persuaded other countries to adopt policies that have led to widespread deregulation of labor markets, reduction of worker entitlements, flexibilization of the workforce, disempowerment of unions, growth in income inequality, contraction of social safety nets, and the emergence of a new “precariat.”47

However, these policies have been challenged and their consequences

condemned by other transnational discursive communities whose members are drawn from universities and the “chattering classes,” from unions and NGOs, and from social democratic or social market policy institutes and political movements. Their counter-hegemonic critique has mobilized coalitions of workers, consumers, and other civil society groups to oppose the exploitation of migrants in the global north, and of women and children in the global south; significantly improved protections for women, gays, disabled people, and members of racial minority groups in the advanced economies; and sparked interest in the creation of a new labor movement based on “social unionism” in both the third world and the first.48

Indeed, the International Labor Organization (ILO) itself may be viewed as an archetypal transnational discursive community. For ninety years it has been attempting to improve the lot of workers by promoting discussion within its tripartite assembly of governmental, labor, and employer representatives. It publishes carefully researched reports on current labor issues, proposes conventions for adoption by its members, provides expert advice and training to assist developing countries, investigates complaints against governments that transgress particular conventions or “core labor rights,” and campaigns for “Decent Work” as the conceptual fundament of labor standards in the global economy.49 Thus, the ILO might be described as an agent of counter-hegemonic extraterritoriality: it develops, disseminates, legitimates, and (to an extent) enforces normative approaches to labor issues50 and projects them into the discursive and juridical space of member states that have long been committed to abstaining from most forms of labor market regulation (and, in some cases, to ruthless suppression of labor rights). Whether the ILO and other counter-hegemonic communities have actually achieved the world-wide repudiation of neoliberal labor policies and laws is another matter—one that is not likely to be resolved overnight. As Daniel Rogers reminds us, the transformation of American labor law under the New Deal was the culmination of fifty years of trans-Atlantic dialogue amongst progressive thinkers concerned with “the social question.”51 But if labor-backed parties in the advanced economies are ultimately resuscitated in some form or other, if labor


policies are transformed and labor laws reinvigorated, future historians may similarly acknowledge the contribution of interlinked global networks of progressive thinkers—a prime example of extraterritoriality “by other means.”

III. SNEAKING ACROSS BORDERS

Labor law, in all the senses in which I use the term, often crosses borders by stealth and takes root in countries that do not import it as a matter of conscious policy.

Transnational corporations are often the vehicle of covert and/or unintended importation. To cite the most obvious example, a corporation may enter into employment contracts with employees who work abroad to the effect that the law of the corporation’s home country, or some other country, will apply to those contracts, rather than the law of the country in which they are working. If the parties do not agree to this explicitly, a court may find that they have done so implicitly, or that applying local law would be inconvenient or inappropriate in the circumstances. Nor, apparently, is the host country under such circumstances entitled to insist on compliance with its own labor standards, rather than on those of the country where the enterprise originated.

In these situations, national law moves under the carapace of employment contracts to govern workplace relations abroad.

To cite a less obvious (but more common) example, national law may be exported sub rosa because its values, assumptions, or requirements become embedded in the HR policies and workplace practices of transnational corporations. For example, corporations may develop internal procedures for dealing with complaints of workplace discrimination or harassment as required by the domestic law of their home state. These procedures are then applied when they, or their subsidiaries, operate abroad, whether or not required by local law to do so. Another example: HR practices developed by corporations in home countries with strong traditions of paternalism or workplace democracy may persist when these corporations initiate operations abroad in less solidaristic environments. And a third, less benign example: corporations

52. See, e.g., RUTH HAYWARD, CONFLICT OF LAWS 110 (4th ed. 2006); JANET WALKER, CONFLICT OF LAWS 598-624 (1st ed. 2006); RUSSELL WEINTRAUB, COMMENTARY ON THE CONFLICT OF LAWS 475-541 (5th ed. 2006).


whose home jurisdictions provide them with the legal or practical means to resist unionization may develop HR practices that ensure that they remain “union-free” even when they operate in more union-friendly jurisdictions.  

Of course, transnational corporations seek advice from lawyers and other consultants in countries where they carry on business. However, while these consultants almost invariably advise compliance with local labor law, they often find ways to achieve the “extraterritorial” outcomes sought by their clients by exploiting weaknesses or creating ambiguities in local law. In doing so, as some of them acknowledge, they necessarily become agents of legal change, introducing elements of foreign labor law and policy into the local system by the way they construct transactions, interpret existing laws, or lobby for legislative amendments. However, in general their contribution to extraterritoriality is relatively modest compared to the proselytizing efforts of the offshore offices of U.S.-based consultants who actively attempt to persuade their foreign clients to adopt American-style legal concepts and strategies, including aggressive antiunion measures.

In short, corporate officials, lawyers, consultants, and workers whose work takes them literally or figuratively across national boundaries sometimes smuggle their national law across those boundaries in their operating manuals, briefcases, or lunch buckets. On occasion, however, “smuggling” is actively encouraged or passively acquiesced to by host states. In the case of export processing zones (EPZs) for example, foreign firms are formally granted full or partial immunity from local labor law as a quid pro quo for the investment, jobs, and know-how they bring with them. In the best of circumstances,

---


though unencumbered by local law, these firms may adopt decent HR practices approximating or mimicking those they apply to workers in their countries of origin. In the worst, however, EPZs may constitute a normative vacuum in whose workplaces “anything goes” and in which foreign enterprises may behave with ruthless disregard for the rights and well-being of their workers.

Sometimes, too, “smuggling” results from a tacit state policy of not enforcing labor laws against foreign firms. In such circumstances, workers are even more likely to experience severe coercion and exploitation. Indeed, even countries that usually take labor standards seriously have been known to treat foreign firms with unusual solicitude. To cite Canada as an example, in at least two documented cases, decisions of provincial labor boards that adversely affected transnational companies have been retroactively overturned by legislation; and suspicions have been voiced from time to time that labor laws have been enacted, interpreted, or enforced with a view to attracting or retaining foreign investors rather than protecting the rights of workers. This may be a far cry from extraterritoriality in its technical legal sense, but it may produce similar effects.

Finally, the nonapplicability of local labor law to foreign businesses may result not from a deliberate or tacit decision by the host government but from a joint decision of labor and management to apply some other legal regime. Two examples involving Canada and the United States illustrate the point. In 1967, the operations of Chrysler Corporation on both sides of the border were closely integrated, and its employees were all represented by locals of the United Auto Workers. A transnational collective agreement was negotiated under U.S. law that purported to cover both American and Canadian workers despite the fact


that each group was in principle covered by the law of the jurisdiction in which it worked.65 A second example: professional sports leagues operating in cities in both the United States and Canada negotiate standard minimum salaries and working conditions with players’ unions that purportedly bind all clubs in the two countries. These negotiations are also conducted within a framework of American labor legislation, despite the fact that the NLRB has excluded Canadian teams from the league bargaining unit,66 while its Ontario counterpart has indicated that it will apply Canadian law to clubs located within its jurisdiction.67

IV. CONTROLLING GLOBAL WORKPLACES: THE ROLE OF TRANSGLOBAL ACTORS

Who actually controls global workplaces? As these examples demonstrate, actors other than states may play a decisive role in deciding the form and content of workplace governance. The most powerful of those actors—transnational corporations and their local executives, managers, and advisors—operate within but also across national borders, straddling the familiar regulatory domains of state and international law. They comprise a governance regime in themselves: they make their own law and, of course, do so primarily in their own interest. But corporations are not the only effective actors. Foreign unions and social movements, often working with their local counterparts as well as informal workplace-level and community organizations, may reinforce, implement, subvert, or replace local state law as well as the law generated by transnational corporations. The attempts by foreign unions and corporations to create, control, influence, defer to, reinforce, override, or destabilize local actors may lead both groups of transnational actors to be seen as imposing extraterritorial governance arrangements. And to the extent that they incite, welcome, co-opt, or resist the law generated by transnational actors, local actors are by choice or necessity implicated in the extraterritorialization of workplace governance.

And where do workplace norms actually come from? To some extent, of course, global workplaces are regulated by labor laws enacted by home and host states; but to a considerable extent, workplace actors are the primary


authors of the visible and invisible rules that govern employment relations on a daily basis. Moreover, these rules may not only differ from state law in terms of subject matter; they sometimes operate in direct contravention of the explicit requirements of state law.\(^68\) Often this results in workers being treated less well than one might anticipate in light of the “rights” they supposedly enjoy under state law, but sometimes the opposite is true: workers are able to limit employer power by collective resistance organized by a union or by a more amorphous collectivity.\(^69\)

This phenomenon of workplace normativity has been much studied in the literature of industrial relations and well-theorized in the literature of legal pluralism. However, it has received less attention than it deserves in the special context of globalization.\(^70\) I therefore turn next to a somewhat more detailed account of normativity in global workplaces, focusing particularly on the principal actors.

A. Transnational Corporations

A significant body of literature suggests that power and responsibility in leading transnational corporations have been redistributed from global headquarters to national and regional managers,\(^71\) that the directors and senior managers of the parent company are no longer drawn exclusively or primarily from the corporation’s country of origin, and that corporate cultures have become “cosmopolitan” or “truly global” in character.\(^72\) On the other hand, there is considerable evidence to the contrary, much of which has been deployed in the lively debate over “the hollowing out of Corporate Canada”—the increasingly direct control exercised by American-based transnational companies over key functions within their Canadian subsidiaries.\(^73\)
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While both accounts of transnational corporate governance imply that foreign subsidiaries and suppliers may be subject to direction emanating from abroad, neither specifically addresses the means by which workplace normativity at the local level may be influenced by such controls. However, some recent studies carry forward this debate by exploring the actual modalities of control and assessing their implications for workplace normativity. One study, for example, assesses the extent to which local managers of transnational corporations are able to introduce new technologies and HR practices.

Another recounts how senior corporate executives actually secure adherence to higher labor standards by local managers far down the extended corporate value chain. More empirical work of a similar nature is clearly needed if we are to understand how workplace norms are constructed and enforced within such corporations. Nonetheless, it would be reasonable to predict that studies will show that patterns of normativity and enforcement differ from one country, economic sector, time period, or corporation to another.

Even when transnational corporations do not smuggle labor laws across borders, they may nonetheless provoke “extraterritorial” consequences in the sense of preventing or subverting the application of local labor laws in countries where they do business. Corporations that are listed on global stock exchanges or that sell standard products in global markets must maintain tight financial discipline, dependability of supply, and consistent quality standards across their entire global operations, whether those operations are conducted by the corporation itself, by its subsidiaries, or by “arm’s-length” suppliers. If costs rise, if inventories falter, or if quality fails in any one part of its
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operations, the reputation and profitability of the entire global corporation may be put at risk.

To forestall such outcomes, global corporations seek to tightly control unit costs of production, establish output quotas, and specify quality standards. And they enforce these prescriptions by firing delinquent local managers and getting rid of defaulting suppliers. Local managers and suppliers may thus find themselves between the rock of local labor standards and the hard place of corporate power. In such a context, many are likely to cling to the latter rather than the former. The result in fact, if not in law, is a kind of extraterritoriality.

B. Transnational Unions and Union Alliances

Workplace normativity is unlikely to be established unilaterally by employers; it is almost bound to be somewhat influenced by workers acting to defend their interests through informal shop-floor networks of resistance or through more formal means. Informal shop-floor networks are, by definition, almost always local in character, but unions may well be organized transnationally. The most obvious examples of “international” unions are U.S.-based organizations that have established a Canadian region and/or Canadian locals. Significantly, while these unions represented 77% of all Canadian organized workers in 1943, and 70% in 1965, as of 2007 they represent only 28%; a further decline is likely. In their heyday, as noted above, international unions often confronted the same employer on both sides of the border. Although bargaining was typically conducted on a workplace-by-workplace rather than on a company-
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wide or sectoral basis, agreements negotiated within a given time frame across a given firm or industry often provided for comparable wages and contained similar contract language. This is hardly surprising since both union and employer negotiators would have been aware that positions won or lost in one set of negotiations might have a precedential effect on others. Moreover, unions and employers on both sides of the border would have deployed negotiators whose philosophies, training, information base, and mandates were to some extent defined by their parent organizations.

Nonetheless, as noted, North American “international” unionism has declined, even as continental economic integration has proceeded apace. Why? As tariff and other barriers between Canada and the United States were removed, workers in the two countries increasingly competed against each other for available work, and solidarity between them became more and more difficult to sustain. As American union membership and power shrivelled, the ability of U.S. unions to support and control their Canadian locals diminished. As workers’ prospects receded in a “new economy” shaped by globalization, technological change, and neoliberalism, the Canadian labor movement responded by consolidating its membership into larger unions, by maintaining its support for a social democratic agenda, and by forging links with other social movements; the American union movement took fewer comparable initiatives. For all these reasons, the direct influence of “international” unions over Canadian workers declined—nowhere more dramatically than in the auto industry, the most completely integrated industry of all, in which the Canadian wing seceded from the “international.”

While the North American case may be unique, it helps to explain the limited role played by transnational unions and union alliances in shaping workplace normativity elsewhere. Differences of economic interest, political orientation, technical resources, and regulatory frameworks make union cross-border cooperation very difficult indeed. This is not to say that such cooperation is unknown or necessarily ineffectual. Unions have formed international alliances with a view to promoting concerted action by all workers employed by a single employer or in a single sector. In Europe, at least, these

alliances have sometimes managed to organize coordinated strategies. Individual unions have also established ties with their counterparts in developing countries and provided them with technical, financial, and political support, and, on occasion, sympathetic action. But these efforts have been at best episodic. International unions (except in Canada) have not won an explicit place within established regulatory or negotiating structures in national industrial relations systems, and they have sometimes been accused of “interference” and “self-interest” by hostile states, employers, and, on occasion, even those who purport to speak on behalf of workers. Unions, in other words, have not been particularly successful as agents of extraterritoriality.

C. Transnational Social Movements

Something similar might be said of transnational social movements based in the global north, with which unions often cooperate, albeit sometimes tentatively. These movements have had some success in organizing consumer boycotts, lawsuits, and governmental sanctions to force abusive local employers to abide by international labor norms and human rights standards; to ensure that workers are paid a living wage even when local law permits extreme exploitation; to guarantee gender equality and safe working conditions in the workplace when local laws to this effect are nonexistent or unenforced; and to protect the right of workers to bargain collectively when local managers suppress all locally based attempts at unionization.
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To the extent that these campaigns succeed in transforming local working conditions, it can be said that transnational social movements promote “extraterritoriality by other means.” The question remains, however, whether they can sustain their influence over the long term and at the local level. Their best hope for doing so appears to lie in persuading transnational corporations to adopt, implement, and monitor codes of conduct that will effectively control the behavior of local managers and contractors. There is good reason to be skeptical about why corporations might choose to adopt these codes and whether they will abide by them. But there is also some recent empirical evidence to suggest that well-designed codes drafted with input from workers, unions, and social movements, internalized as a fundamental aspect of a corporation’s culture and implemented by it as transparently and robustly as other indicators of corporate performance, may indeed alter conditions in its workplaces around the world. So far, this evidence covers a limited set of transnational corporations in a few industries over a relatively short period of time. But, if a scattering of single instances grows into a widespread and sustained trend, transnational social movements will indeed have exercised extraterritorial influences over workplace normativity all down the value chain of transnational corporations.

D. Transnational Monitoring Agencies

It is often contended, and with reason, that effective monitoring at the workplace level is indispensable to achieving respect for labor standards. But effective monitoring is a challenge even within well-designed and well-funded state systems of regulation. Workplaces are geographically dispersed and functionally diverse; workforces are constantly turning over; technologies, management systems, and working conditions are constantly reinvented. It is clearly impossible for any system of labor inspectors to be present everywhere, all the time, and with adequate resources to identify every unlawful workplace practice. Consequently, labor standards regimes tend to depend on educating workers and employers about their rights and duties, on occasional inspections.


and compliance audits, and on the prosecution of delinquent employers in response to complaints by aggrieved employees (who will almost always be ex-employees by the time they complain). 96

In light of these problems, it will surely be even more difficult to achieve effective monitoring at the workplace level in global enterprises where labor standards are likely to be extraterritorial in their origin: no public inspectorate or auditors, no courts or formal legal sanctions, no governing statute, and no authoritative interpretations of broadly framed rights to receive a living wage, bargain collectively, or be protected from unsafe working conditions. 97 Indeed, in the context of extended global value chains comprising multiple layers of subsidiaries, contractors, and subcontractors, it is often difficult even to identify the workplaces where extraterritorially generated labor standards are meant to apply. 98

Nonetheless, through the efforts of transnational unions, employers, and social movements, as well as national governments and international organizations, some progress is being made towards the development of effective workplace-level compliance strategies. Some leading apparel companies provide a list of all their contractors and subcontractors online, and legislation has been proposed that would make disclosure of such information mandatory for all. 99 Some companies have established their own arm’s-length monitoring systems, often in cooperation with unions and social movements, 100 and a whole industry of compliance auditors has grown up to ensure the integrity and efficacy of these monitoring systems. 101 Country-specific
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initiatives undertaken by the ILO in cooperation with governments and other transnational actors—notably in Cambodia—have mobilized local teams of inspectors that visit significant numbers of workplaces. And at least one American court has mandated regular on-site inspections as part of a comprehensive remedy for workers unlawfully exploited in an offshore U.S.-administered territory.

CONCLUSION: COPING WITH THE INEVITABLE

Extraterritoriality may be inevitable, but in the various extended senses in which I have used the term, it is neither intrinsically disadvantageous to workers, nor necessarily an infringement of the sovereignty and policy prerogatives of host states. Transnational corporations sometimes offer their offshore workers better working conditions than local employers; powerful states sometimes force or persuade their trading partners to adhere to higher labor standards than they might otherwise do. And of course there is evidence that globalization has had equal and opposite effects. But whether globalization triggers a “race to the top,” as its proponents argue, or a “race to the bottom,” as is widely believed by its critics, no one will deny that ensuring workplace-level compliance with decent labor standards presents a formidable challenge for even the most principled global employers, the most militant international unions, the most persevering transnational social movements, and, for that matter, the most labor-friendly governments and international agencies.

One reason for this difficulty is extraterritoriality—the unwillingness or inability of states to extend the reach of their traditional national-level command-and-control models of labor regulation into the broader global economy. Another is that the models themselves are seen to lack efficacy—and, therefore, credibility—even in the domestic context. “Command,” after all, is difficult to imagine when the state is indifferent, indisposed, or absent
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altogether; and “control” is difficult to assert if it has no coercive forces to deploy or when its writ does not run beyond the nearest international border.

However, regulation theorists have begun to explore new models of regulation with novel approaches to both “command” and “control.” To cite one example, “reflexive law” posits the need for states to use their limited legal resources circumspectly, primarily to ensure the organizational and procedural integrity of other regimes of social ordering, such as the economy, which must be left largely to regulate themselves so long as they comply with broadly acceptable “constitutional” norms. To cite another, “new governance theory” argues that states—and state proxies such as international agencies—should be more pragmatic, that they can and must employ an array of hard and soft law measures, of sanctions and incentives, of direct and indirect measures, to achieve their objectives. And to cite a third, proponents of “ratcheting labor standards” hope to harness market incentives and a regime of transparency to prompt employers to embark on a virtuous cycle of self-improvement. In the absence of state or international agencies with regulatory capacity at the global, national, or workplace levels, such approaches may indeed be the last, best hope for decent labor standards in the global economy. However, they all assume that, ultimately, powerful corporate actors can be induced to “do the right thing”—whether to forestall state action, to win recognition and market share as socially responsible employers, to secure access to state subsidies and contracts, or simply to avoid adverse publicity and consumer boycotts.

In my view, this assumption is overly optimistic. In deciding how to treat their workers, corporations adopt a rational calculus: will adhering to decent and more costly labor standards yield a net advantage over the opposite strategy? That calculus is radically altered if substandard labor conditions cannot be detected by state inspectors or suppressed by state law; if unions,
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social movements, and aroused consumers, unable to sustain lengthy international boycotts, cannot ultimately shift the burdens of securing compliance to states or state proxies; or if “good” domestic employers cannot persuade states to shelter them from unfair competition by “bad” firms that exploit their workers at home or abroad.

Extraterritoriality is an inevitable aspect of any corporate calculus, I would argue, and consequently of the calculus of all labor market actors, including states themselves. By identifying the “other means” by which extraterritoriality occurs—means implicit in the extended definitions of “law” and “labor” proffered at the beginning of this essay—I have attempted to liberate debates over regulation of the global workplace from limits imposed by the conventional discourses of public and private international law. But this is just a first step. If we aspire to improve the conditions of workers in these workplaces, we must understand better than we do now the transnational migration of state laws and policies, of normativity generated within corporate, social, and discursive networks, and of workplace-level strategies of exploitation, resistance, and regulation. We must understand as well the dynamic relationship amongst these and their relationship to developments in nonlabor policy domains and in the global political economy more generally. The next step is therefore to develop a conceptual and analytical framework, and especially a body of empirical evidence, that will enable us to think more rigorously, to see more clearly, and especially to look to the future more constructively than I have been able to do in this preliminary exploration of extraterritoriality.